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Bold + Versatile
Privacy Wall is the bold modular wall solution that builds new spaces
and flexes to meet changing needs. Painted steel frames create a
strong, rectilinear look. Panels and frames comprise complete modular
units for fast and easy planning, installation and reconfiguration. So you
can create attractive meeting rooms, enclaves and private offices with
ease – now and later. Privacy Wall also works with butt glazing for an
open, seamless effect.

Significant savings
Speed the schedule and shrink the budget. Privacy Wall saves up to 53% in costs
and 29% in installation time compared to traditional construction. As a modular
solution it also depreciates faster than drywall, so you see tax benefits sooner.
Stay flexible
As business needs evolve, Privacy Wall keeps performing. Unitized panels are
easy to relocate and reconfigure to serve new purposes. It’s a solid investment
in agility.

PRODUCT DETAILS
•• 1/4" thick glass with 2 1/2", 4" or 5" base
trim profile
•• 1/2" thick glass with 1" base trim profile
•• Available unitized or with butt glazing
•• Creates enclosures or glass fronts
•• Slider, butt-hinged or pivot-hinged doors

Create quiet places
Even in the open office, people seek enclosed places to concentrate and
collaborate. Privacy Wall solid panels can create rooms much quieter than most
drywall applications, achieving STC ratings of 41 or 45.

•• Integrates with other Steelcase
architectural solutions
Refer to the Specification Guide at
Steelcase.com for the complete system.

Sustainable solution
Made with 44% recycled content, Privacy Wall is also 63% recyclable and
100% reusable. Privacy Wall and related Steelcase Glass Selections are the first
and only Cradle to Cradle™ Silver relocatable wall products and the only ones
manufactured in North America. They are also SCS Indoor Advantage Gold
certified and can contribute to LEED certification.

SURFACE MATERIALS

SUSTAINABILITY

Privacy Wall offers a wide range of frame colors and surface materials, including fabrics,
woods, plastics, metals and glass types. Glass can also feature Casper™ Cloaking
Technology to obscure digital screens while maintaining clear, open views.
Please consult the Specification Guide and Steelcase Finish Library for a full list of
available surface materials.
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